
Word Cookies!

**About Word Cookies**

In Word Cookies! Players have to form different words with the help of colorful letter cookies. The

aim of the game is to find all hidden words on the baking tray.

With Word Cookies! you can playfully expand your vocabulary. In each level a baking tray full of

colorful letter biscuits are presented to you. From these cookies you have to form different words.

Once you have found a word, it will be marked as "found" on the word list. When you have found all

hidden words on the baking sheet, the level is completed. Not only numerous rewards and

bonuses, but also many exciting and tricky levels await you.

**Word Cookies! - Functions:** 

- Form words: Word Cookies! is all about letters. In each level, a baking tray filled with letter

biscuits is shown to you. Your task is to form different words from the letters. If you find a hidden

word, it will be marked as 'found' on the word list. Once you've found all words, you've successfully

completed the level. As the number of letter biscuits on the baking sheet increases steadily, the

game becomes more and more difficult.

- Use hints: If you don’t know what to do because you cannot form a word from the displayed

letters, you have the opportunity to use helpful hints. These will show you, for example, the first

letter of the word you are looking for, so you can quickly find the right solution.

- Complete numerous levels: In Word Cookies! you have many levels available, which become

more difficult in the course of the game. The more levels you complete successfully, the higher

your rank. Rise in rank and get great titles.

-  Get daily rewards: If you play Word Cookies! regularly, you get great rewards and bonuses, which

can help you at many levels.

- Complete Quests: In Word Cookies! you can not only complete numerous levels, but also exciting

quests. In these quests, you usually have to complete special tasks. When you master these tasks,

you win great prizes.  

Conclusion: Word Cookies! is an entertaining game that can playfully improve your vocabulary. As

the levels become increasingly difficult in the course of the game, the game never gets boring and

remains exciting and challenging even for Word Cookies! professionals.


